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Jobs Without People/People Without Jobs
Is this a concern within the Financial Services
industry (solving the puzzle)?

-

-

-

John Harris MA, MBA, PhD, CGA, FCMA
member of the CIFP Education Committee.
worked in both administrative and teaching positions in higher education for the
past fifteen years and is now a full-time Faculty Member in the School of Business
at Seneca College (teaching Accounting & Financial Service courses).
Fellow of the Society of Management Accountants and a Senior Academic with
CGA Canada. He has completed research and made presentations on a number of
topics including Management Accounting & Performance Measurement for
Ontario hospitals, Audit & Risk Management Practices in the Public Sector and
Student Success Initiatives and Funding Issues at Ontario colleges & universities.
volunteers on other boards/committees.
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For example, Board Treasurer for the Progress Career Planning Institute (www.PCPI.ca)
with a mission to offer career development services for people to realize their full
potential. PCPI facilitates the annual Toronto IEP Conference, which is regarded as one
of the most innovative and respectful events for Internationally Educated Professional
newcomers seeking practical, effective career advice.
has contributed to the work of the Centre of Excellence at the Toronto Financial
Services Alliance. The COE is focused on strengthening Toronto’s talent pipeline, which
is crucial to addressing the needs of employers, students, internationally educated
professionals and educators.

Tax Planning Tool Kit
by Jamie Golombek, Managing Director, Tax & Estate
Planning, CIBC Private Wealth Management.
• Presentation by Jamie on the morning of the 29th
• Some of the 10 tips:
– think of paying down debt as a form of after-tax investing.
– In fact, paying down debt is similar to contributing to a TFSA. For example, let’s say
you direct $1,000 of after-tax cash flow to pay down debt that carries a 5% interest
rate. After one year, your debt load will have been reduced by $1,000 and you will
have saved $50 ($1,000 x 5%) of interest expense.
– If, on the other hand, $1,000 of your after-tax earnings is used to make a contribution
to a TFSA earning 5%, in one year’s time, the after-tax value of your TFSA will be
worth $1,050 ($1,000 x 1.05%). In both cases, your net worth will have increased by
$1,050.
– So, when it comes to deciding between paying down debt and investing in a TFSA,
since both options use after-tax funds, you could simply choose the “investment”
(debt or TFSA) with the highest rate of return.
– Source: http://www.renaissanceinvestments.ca/en/jamie_golombek/docs/Q412_taxestateplan_eng.pdf

Experts have been challenging the 70% figure for years.
Fred Vettese
• Fred Vettese “the real retirement” that introduces an idea he calls the
neutral retirement income target (NRIT) to improve that estimate.
• The goal of the NRIT is to determine how much of your current income
goes to day-to-day consumption, and then to estimate the retirement
income you will need to meet that same level of spending.
• Vettese found that in many cases, retirees could enjoy the same level of
consumption on less than half of their pre-retirement income.
• Not only do retirees have significantly lower expenses, assuming they have
paid off their mortgage and their kids have moved out, but they also enjoy
an array of tax benefits that working people do not.

•

Source: http://www.advisor.ca/retirement/how-much-retirement-income-do-you-really-need108452

Here’s an example:
Using a couple with a total income of $110,000
• Vettese assumes the couple contribute 3.8% of their income to RRSPs,
spend $1,100 a month on child-rearing and have monthly mortgage
payments of $1,633.
• Once you deduct income taxes and payroll taxes (CPP and EI premiums),
this couple is left with $46,600 to spend.
• After retirement, the couple would no longer be contributing to an RRSP,
incurring child-rearing expenses or paying down a mortgage.
• They would pay no payroll taxes, and they would pay dramatically lower
income taxes thanks to the pension credit, age credit and income splitting.
• As a result, they would need an income of just $48,300 to fund the same
level of consumption they enjoyed while working. That is 44% of their preretirement income.
• Many Canadians will have different circumstances than this fictional
couple and the specifics matter a lot. However, Vettese also includes
examples for individuals with higher and lower income, no children and
no spouse. The NRIT in each example is different, but it is usually in the
ballpark of 50%".

Statistics Canada’s look at debt-toincome and debt-to-asset ratios by age
cohort in Canada.

• The following findings were found from the
study except:

– In 1977, young adults had debt equal to 35% of
their total assets.
– Younger adults from the 1999 cohort had debt
equal to 48% of assets.
– 1 in 3 retired individuals age 55 and over, whether
single or in a couple, held average debt of about
$60,000.

For the debt-to-assets ratio, the greatest contrast was between the most recent cohort and the previous ones. In 1977,
young adults had debt equal to 35% of their total assets, a proportion that declined to just 3% by their late working years.
Similarly, young adults in 1984 had debt equalling 32% of their assets, before declining to 10% in their late working years. In
contrast, younger adults from the 1999 cohort had debt equalling 48% of assets, declining to 39% in their prime working
years. This compares to 25% among prime-age individuals from the 1977 cohort. By all measures, the 1999 cohort was the
most indebted. Source: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75-001-x/2012003/article/11690-eng.htm#a3

Source: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75-001x/2011002/article/11428-eng.pdf

Putting OAS just a bit further out of
reach will
• induce more older workers to keep working an
extra two years, the effect on younger workers
will be
– A continued inability for young workers to find
permanent jobs (decline in quality of jobs)
– Young workers will be less likely to be covered by a
union.
– Employee benefits are increasingly withheld from
young hires.

The Economy
• The near term, Canada will continue to be
dominated by a “struggling through” for the
Canadian economy while the world rights
itself - source: Policy and Economic Analysis
Program Rotman School of Management
• source:
– https://webmail.utoronto.ca/imp/view.php?popup_view=1&index=38257&mailbox=INB
OX&actionID=view_attach&id=2&mimecache=1d37e964cfc90bf57817a2d9028c2a02

Economy
• May 18, 2013 Globe & Mail had the following article
http://m.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/education/
work-experience-should-it-be-part-of-thecurriculum/article12006916/?service=mobile
• There is need for focus of connection between work and
study will become even more important as finding a job
becomes even more competitive.
• Sheldon Levy (Ryerson University) is quoted in the following
link saying that “…there will be no new net jobs. All net job
growth comes entirely from start-up firms.”
• http://www.cou.on.ca/news/commentary--events/commentary/commentary-pdfs/empireclub_sheldon-levy-remarks_final

The Economy
• Mark Carney, Central Bank, said Canada has been well-served
by a sound and regulated banking sector, as well as low
government debt that allowed policy-makers room to borrow
on global markets to stimulate the economy.
• Carney said Canada cannot rest on its laurels, however.
• "In a rapidly shifting world, only sustained education,
ingenuity and investment can maintain competitiveness," he
said. "This means we must continuously invest in our
workforce. With technology and trade transforming the
workplace, the need to improve skills across the spectrum of
work has never been greater.“
• “Without sustained and significant reforms, a decade of
stagnation threatens” (source: Globe and Mail ROB May22,
2013)

Source: http://www.4-traders.com/news/CI-FinancialCorp-Tax-highlights-from-the-2013-federal-budget-16568058/

The March 2013 Federal Budget can
best be described as
– There were no increases in personal or corporate
tax rates in the budget
– There was considerable focus on measures that
will increase tax “fairness” and close perceived tax
“loopholes”
– There was a focus on connecting Jobs Without
People and People Without Jobs

Toronto Dominion (TD Economics)
report stated that Ontario’s postsecondary attainment rate is
– Higher than any other OECD member country (2013,
roughly two-thirds of Ontarians possessed a postsecondary education credential).
– The higher education system in Canada is said not to be
integrated with employer needs
– The study noted that Switzerland is a good example
where there is greater integration between higher
education and employer needs

The TD Economics report said
• the Switzerland system of connecting higher education with
employer needs was superior to the system in Canada.
• In Switzerland there is
– A comparatively low level of youth unemployment in Switzerland
as there is a dual apprenticeship system. The dual system has
existed in Switzerland for over a century and is well developed as
a cooperative effort between the government, educators and
professional organizations.
– The majority of Swiss youth (approximately 70 percent) continue
their education after compulsory schooling in vocational
education. The dual system of vocational education is comprised
of a practical course in a private or public company and parallel
attendance at a vocational training school.
– Students go to school for one to one and a half days per week and
engage in an apprenticeship for the rest of the week. The
vocational school education complements the practical vocational
experience gained on the job.

March 2013 Federal Budget
– for the first time, the Canada Job Grant will take
• Skills-training choices out of the hands of government
and put them where they belong in the hands of
employers and Canadians who want to work.
• Job seekers will train at community colleges, career
colleges, polytechnics or union training halls, among
others.
• Current Labour Market Agreements with the provinces
and territories expire in 2014. The Government of
Canada will negotiate new Agreements centered on the
Canada Job Grant.

2007 Report

• Toronto boasts a very highly skilled and diverse
workforce that supports the finance sector.
• Toronto region's financial services sector employs
approximately 229,000, which represents 62% of
Ontario's and 29% of Canada’s Financial Services sector
employment.
• Financial Services is an equally significant contributor to
the local economy, accounting for roughly 8% of the
Toronto region's direct employment and roughly 14% of
its GDP (19% for the city itself).
• The Canada Jobs Grant does not specifically address the
need for funding to support employment in the
Financial Services industry (focusing instead on
promoting education in fields where there is high
demand from employers, including in science,
technology, engineering, mathematics and the skilled
trades).

• Concern should be placed on how best to staff the
Financial Services Industry in Canada as
– There is a need for talent, particularly as the leading
edge of the Baby Boom generation enters retirement.
– In 2007, 12.2% of the financial services workforce was
55 years of age or older and the average retirement age
in the industry was 61. A further 20% of the workforce
was between the ages of 45 and 54.
– The 2007 report stressed the need to invest energy,
resources and commitment to develop and grow talent
(from both international talent pools and through reach
to domestic higher educational institutions).

Questions:
• 1) In the last 5 years (since the release of the
Deloitte report), has your organization changed its
practices related to developing talent portfolios or
workforce plans to understand the financial
consequences of talent decisions? If so, what has
been the result?

Questions:
• 2) Can you see benefit in a greater reach to
educational institutions (colleges and universities)
in order to develop a more integrated education &
training system like that in Switzerland (as
referenced in the TD Economics report)? If so, do
you believe that the Canada Job Grant could
facilitate this more integrated system if the financial
services industry could be recognized as an highdemand job area? If so, how?

